Super Sleuth
Activity
Opening
Activity….
You could
start this
one as a
gathering
activity and
finish during
the meeting

Game

craft

Sparks

Description

Program

Suspect Bio
Print off the page at the end of this meeting and give one to each
girl. Have them make their own bio including their fingerprints.
(you will need an ink pad)

Could be used as a
Being me Activity

This will give you a chance to talk to the girls about how all
fingerprints are different and unique.
Guess what it is?
You’ll need:
A pillow case
A few small items (face cloth, Q-tip, eraser, dice, notepad,
paintbrush etc.)
Instructions
Have the girls sit in a circle and go around with the pillowcase to
give each girl some time to feel around, but not look inside! Give
each girl a chance and let them circle the items they think are in
the pillowcase. Once every girl has been given a chance, reveal
the items in the pillowcase to see who had the most right!
I spy Bottles
You’ll need:
-Empty water bottle per person
-Small objects you brought that match your list and fit
inside(shaped confetti pieces work well)
-rice
- tags you have made up and printed that have a list of the
objects that will be in the bottle

Could be used an
exploring and
experimenting activity

Have the girls place rice about half ay up their bottles. It is easiest
if you tape some paper funnels together to help with this. Then
place all the objects they need to place into their bottles and
then fill the rest of the bottle up with rice leaving some space at
the top so there is room to shake up the contents inside. Place
the lids on the bottles…you may choose to glue gun them on so
the girls will not be able to open them up and spill out their
contents. Then tie the I spy list onto the bottle using ribbon and
the girls can shake their bottle up and find all the objects on the
list…..you may want to use pictures for your list.
Closing
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Spy Bio
Name___________________
Alias___________________________

Gender___________

Birth Date_______________

Height _____________

Hair Color______________

Eye Color_______________

Draw Picture Here

Finger Prints
Right Thumb

Right Index

Right Middle

Right Ring

Right Little
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